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the executive summary

1

The School of Media & Strategic Communications graduate program is an entity of the Oklahoma State University Graduate 
College. 

The graduate program offers classes on the OSU-Stillwater and the OSU-Tulsa campuses.  The Stillwater campus focuses 
on news media management and the Tulsa campus focuses on strategic communication management. Each year, the school 
typically has about 25-30 students between the two campuses.

The OSU SMSC graduate program focuses on theory and research methods to give students a better understanding of 
media and how to manage it.

With the globalization and digitalization of media, professionals around the world need to adapt to the changes. The program 
targets working professionals, recent undergraduates and international students to enroll if the student has an undergraduate 
degree and is academically qualified. 

The OSU SMSC graduate program offers a distinctive degree that will better prepare graduates for the industry. The 
graduate program can only be successful in offering this degree with increased awareness among the target markets and 
continued emphasis on the benefits of graduate school to these markets. 

Three audiences were determined to be the key publics for the graduate program: working professional and alumni, 
undergraduate students and international students.  The campaign was built around these key publics. 

The campaign’s goal is to promote awareness for the OSU SMSC graduate program to increase enrollment, credibility and 
support of the program to better prepare young professionals for the evolving world of media and mass communication. 
This goal will be achieved through a campaign with a budget of $5,000 conducted between June 2013 and May 2014. 
To accomplish our goal for the campaign, there are three primary objectives for the campaign that will be supported by 
strategies with detailed tactics.

 1.  To increase awareness of the SMSC graduate program in Tulsa and Oklahoma City among working 
  professionals and alumni in order to raise enrollment on the Tulsa and Stillwater campus by 15 percent by 
  fall 2014.

 2.  To communicate to 50 percent of SMSC undergraduate students prior to graduating from the school about 
  the SMSC graduate program offered. 

 3.  To increase top-of-mind awareness among international students interested in pursuing a master’s degree 
  in communication by 10 percent by spring 2014. 
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The Oklahoma State University School of Media & Strategic Communications, offering a two-year master’s degree in 
media management in Stillwater and Tulsa, is relatively unknown among potential students like working professionals and 
undergraduate alumni of the university. With time barriers and increased debt load prohibiting potential students from 
pursuing a master’s degree, the graduate program at Oklahoma State needs to create awareness for and illustrate the 
value of its degrees. The SMSC graduate program offers a unique focus on media management, which will be beneficial to 
students in the current era of global and digital communications. 

In recent years, the unemployment rate has improved, which has caused decreased enrollment in graduate programs around 
the country, as undergraduate students are going directly into the workforce. SMSC has seen a drop in the Tulsa campus 
enrollment. The cost of living has increased and students need more scholarships and financial aid to supplement the cost 
of tuition. However, SMSC has little to no funding available for graduate students and few assistantship opportunities. 
Although there is no online program currently offered, the OSU SMSC graduate program has the potential to reach a 
greater audience with the addition of an online master’s degree or a hybrid of on-campus and online class. Many students 
prefer to continue working full time while in school, and an online degree allows for flexibility in scheduling. In order to create 
awareness and better recruit students, there should be a consistent marketing message with a designated faculty member 
or graduate student assigned to the execution of the marketing strategy. Through marketing strategies aimed to increase 
awareness, the OSU SMSC program will be able to improve enrollment and credibility of the program.
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Environmental Analysis
Company
OSU’s current School of Media & Strategic Communications began as the School of Journalism, which eventually changed 
to the School of Journalism and Broadcasting. Most recently, the school has rebranded to keep up with the ever-changing 
communications industry as the School of Media & Strategic Communications. SMSC has two options for master’s degrees; 
the “Thesis Option” and the “Project/Creative Component Option.”

The school has a daily, student-run newspaper called The Daily O’Collegian, a cable television news program, a student cable 
radio station and three Apple computer labs accessible to students. 

Customer/Context
The market for the OSU SMSC graduate program is young professionals working in the Tulsa and Oklahoma City areas, as 
well as qualified international students, undergraduates and other industry professionals seeking the possibility of an online 
degree. The target demographic is Generation X, incorporating an age range from 26-46.

Inflation in the U.S. has been rising from 2010 to present and is projected to continue increasing through 2016. 

The job outlook for media and public relations management is growing. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2012), 
21 percent growth is projected in media management from 2010-2020. The minimum degree required for public relations 
management is a bachelor’s degree, but employers are beginning to prefer a master’s degree. 

Collaborators/Complementors
The OSU SMSC graduate program is offered as one graduate degree within the OSU Graduate College. There are a 
number of graduate teaching assistant and graduate research assistant positions available within the Graduate College to 
assist graduate students with experience and to provide financial assistance. 

The OSU SMSC program has nine graduate professors in Stillwater and Tulsa, and all nine graduate professors have 
doctorates.

The Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communication has 109 accredited programs at both the 
undergraduate and graduate level at universities across the country. For 2012-2013, OSU offers accredited degrees in 
sports media, strategic communication and multimedia journalism at the undergraduate level. Although the OSU SMSC 
graduate program does not currently have an accredited master’s degree, there are 25 accredited professional master’s 
degree programs throughout the United States.

Competitors
In Oklahoma, there are three schools directly competing with Oklahoma State University for graduate students in the 
journalism or mass communications arenas. Those schools are Northeastern State University, the University of Central 
Oklahoma and the University of Oklahoma.

In the Big 12 conference, there are seven schools directly competing with Oklahoma State University for graduate students 
in the journalism or mass communications arenas. Those schools are Baylor University, Iowa State University, Kansas State 
University, Texas Christian University, Texas Tech University, the University of Kansas and the University of Texas.

Other competitors directly competing with Oklahoma State University are online graduate degree programs in the journalism 
or mass communications arenas such as West Virginia University or the University of Florida with online programs in integrated 
marketing communication and mass communication, respectively. 

Indirect competitors include other popular programs such as master of business administration programs at universities. 



primary research

RandM’s Research Findings
RandM Media Group conducted qualitative primary research on graduate 
students with the objective of gaining insight into the perceptions, awareness, 
strengths and weaknesses of the SMSC graduate program as well as other 
graduate programs at OSU. Their methodology consisted of personal interviews 
conducted in person, via phone and email with two current SMSC graduate 
students and one alumnus from the program.

RandM found that current SMSC students had difficulty finding information on 
our program and believe promotional materials need to be updated in order to 
get the best information circulating. The graduate students believe the SMSC 
outreach should be improved and updated but feel the SMSC undergraduate 
program is pretty well-known. Students mentioned their interest in attending 
more activities, such as conferences to become more immersed in the industry.

Streamline’s Research Findings
Streamline Communications conducted a survey in order to obtain quantitative primary 
research on working professionals in the communications field. The goal of their research 
was to determine what working professionals are looking for in a graduate program and 
what keeps them from returning to get their master’s degree. Streamline collected 86 
surveys from working professionals in this study.   

Among the working professionals surveyed, 69.7 percent said they either strongly agree 
or agree that attending graduate school would be beneficial to their career, however 
about 48 percent of professionals said they believe the skill level of a professional 
without a master’s degree is equal to the skill level of a professional with a master’s 
degree. The survey provides evidence that many professionals do not feel a master’s 
degree is comparable to real-world experience.

Res Publica’s Research Findings
Res Publica conducted a survey in order to obtain quantitative primary research data on undergraduate students in the 
SMSC program. Their objective was to measure the interest and knowledge of current SMSC undergraduate students 
regarding the SMSC graduate program. The surveys were sent to students within the SMSC through email, social media 
and faculty class lists. Participants were undergraduate students  enrolled at OSU who have or are currently taking 
Media Style & Structure. Res Publica collected 206 surveys from SMSC undergrads. Res Publica conducted a focus 
group in order to obtain qualitative primary research on current SMSC undergrad students. The objective was to gain 
insight into the perceptions, awareness, strengths and weaknesses of the SMSC graduate program from current SMSC 
undergraduate students. The focus group included eight undergraduate respondents; six were strategic communications 
majors, one sports media major and one multimedia-journalism major.

When asked how they heard about the program, 44.7 percent said word of mouth, 
while 39.7 percent stated they had no knowledge of the program at all. When asked 
how far they would be willing to commute to attend graduate school, 67.8 percent 
of respondents indicated 30 miles as the most distance they would be willing to 
commute. Respondents ranked better job opportunities as being the benefit most 
likely to get them to attend, but when asked about their likelihood of attending the 
program, 64.4 percent of respondents stated they were unlikely or very unlikely to 
attend. The respondents didn’t believe returning to SMSC for graduate school was 
as beneficial as staying in the industry after completion of their undergrad degree. 
One respondent said, “Most jobs in the media don’t require a master’s degree.” 
Another respondent said, “The master’s degree really doesn’t make you more 
competitive.”

4
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Chrome X Communications Research Findings      
Chrome X Communications conducted personal interviews in order to 
obtain qualitative primary research on working professionals regarding 
the SMSC graduate program. Their main objective was to see how 
familiar communications and human resources professionals were with 
the OSU SMSC graduate program.

The majority of working professionals were skeptical of online graduate 
programs and mentioned employers regarding the online programs as 
being less valuable in terms of validity. Chrome X found the majority of 
working professionals believe the master’s degree is most valuable for 
individuals seeking upper-management positions, but not particularly 
valuable to most positions in the communications field.  

Catalyst Consulting Group Research Findings
Catalyst Consulting Group created a survey on surveymonkey.com. Their main objective was to generate useful qualitative 
and quantitative data to be used in creating the SMSC campaign. Participants in the survey were undergraduate alumni 
based on referrals from the class. The findings were used to determine OSU SMSC alumni familiarity with the graduate 
program and their feelings on graduate degrees overall. The survey also looked at motivations for returning to graduate 
school from the undergraduate alumni of the school.

Catalyst found 53.2 percent of undergrad alumni believe someone with a bachelor’s degree is as  proficient as someone 
with a master’s degree. 70.4 percent of alumni agree a graduate program would be beneficial to their career. The majority 
of alumni said, “The largest barrier of entry to graduate school is time.” 58 .9 percent would want to attend graduate school 
part time. Most alumni preferred online classes or a hybrid online class, which combines classroom activity with online activity.
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Strengths
•	 Visibility and recognition associated with SMSC undergraduate program, which is an accredited program. There is 

 a clear brand and logo for the undergraduate program.

•	 Location at OSU-Tulsa offers convenience for working professionals in the area as well as a “big city” appeal valued 

 by some international students.

•	 Offers media management degree aligned to the convergence era of media. This is a holistic and unique degree 

 offering for a graduate program.

•	 Affordable tuition rates compared to other Big 12 graduate programs.

•	 Faculty is well trained with Ph.D requirements and known for experience in the field, which increases program  

 prestige in the mind of students and potential employers.

Weaknesses
•	 Few scholarships available and money is a major barrier to enrollment for potential students. Donors prefer to give 

 to programs they have graduated from, but there are few graduates from SMSC graduate program.

•	 Little to no visibility for the program even among past SMSC undergraduate students. The graduate program is not 

 well known within the working professional community, which is a primary target market for the program.

•	 Limited growth potential because acquiring more faculty members with the PhD requirement is difficult.

•	 Currently in a weak position to develop curriculum further and grow the program as the enrollment in Tulsa lags.

•	 Undergraduates are a captive audience for marketing while in school, but  SMSC does not capitalize on the 

 opportunity. Even though some work experience is required for applicants, using the undergraduate program as 

 initial contact with participants can be effective.

•	 Not many assistantships are available in the program to help offset costs.

Opportunities
•	 Stillwater campus is centrally located between Oklahoma City and Tulsa, pulling potential graduate students from 

 both cities. In research, the target markets showed a willingness to commute an hour to graduate classes.

•	 Growing popularity of online or hybrid programs among the target markets, which makes the time concern less 

 relevant.

•	 The cost of living in Oklahoma is reasonable for students looking to relocate. Cost and debt load is important to 

 potential students and Oklahoma is considered affordable.

Threats
•	 Economy is getting stronger so enrollment is decreasing as more people are pursuing jobs instead of continuing on 

 to graduate school

•	 University of Oklahoma has a college of communications with multiple graduate degree programs. OU has the main 

 pull from the Oklahoma City market.

•	 There are various online degree programs that are well established for mass communication including West Virginia 

 and the University of Florida.

•	 Students and professionals indicate they would rather pursue a master’s in business rather than a master’s in 

 mass communication. The master’s in mass communication is seen as less credible, less relevant in the workplace 

 and less valuable than an MBA. 
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Alumni/Working Professionals
“Rachel”

Rachel is a working professional. She is currently working in the public relations field in Tulsa, 

Okla. She is 30 years old and has an annual salary of $36,000. She is single and has no 

children.  She obtained her bachelor’s degree in strategic communications from OSU and 

believes going back to OSU to obtain a master’s degree would benefit her career.

 Rachel is concerned about the time commitment and debt involved with going back to 

college because she is still paying for her undergraduate classes. She realizes the value of 

differentiating herself from her competition in the industry by obtaining a higher education 

and understands that  a graduate degree in communications will generate opportunities for 

promotions and a higher salary. Rachel prefers to take night classes and online courses so 

she can work during the day. She prefers to be contacted with school related information 

via email or social media.

Undergraduate
“Monica”

Monica is an undergraduate from Small Town, Okla., she is 20 years old and is 

studying at strategic communications at OSU. She has a part-time job, but her 

parents and student loans pay for her school. She plans to intern in the summer. 

She maintains a 3.0 grade point average and is involved in extracurricular activities.

 

Monica has not been contacted and provided with information regarding the SMSC 

graduate program. Monica realizes she will need more experience in the industry 

before attending graduate school, but she still wants to know what the SMSC 

graduate program offers. Monica prefers to be contacted with school related 

information via text or social media, such as Facebook or Twitter.

International Students
“Joey”

Joey is an international student from South Korea; he is 24 years old. He is part of the 

Hagsaeng Exchange Program. His primary academic motivations are career advancement 

and potential for a higher income. He would like to spend time in the U.S. post-graduation 

but would like to eventually return to his home country. 

 

Joey believes a master’s degree in communications could benefit his career, but he believes 

other majors offer a curriculum more relevant for when he returns to South Korea post 

graduation. He prefers email, word of mouth and social media as his primary sources for 

     school related information.   
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Goal
To promote awareness for the OSU SMSC graduate program in order to increase enrollment, credibility and support of the 
program to better prepare young professionals for the evolving world of media and mass communication.

Big idea
The common theme for our campaign will be “Mastering the Media.” The theme will vary for each target audience based 
on their needs from the program as each group listed different needs in our group research. For alumni and working 
professionals, the theme will change to “Mastering the Industry” or “Mastering Your Legacy.” For the undergraduate target 
audience, the theme will be “Mastering Your Potential.” The last target audience, international students, will be targeted 
through the message “Mastering Opportunity.”  By having an overarching theme of “Mastering the Media,” each target 
audience can see the overall benefits of the graduate program, and the individual slogans for each target market show the 
adaptation of the program to their needs.  The idea is to express that with a master’s degree from SMSC, the potential of 
each target audience to master their own future within the communications industry can be reached.
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Alumni and working professionals
Objective
To increase awareness of the SMSC graduate program in Tulsa and Oklahoma City among working professionals in order to 
raise enrollment on the Tulsa and Stillwater campus by 15 percent by fall 2014.

Strategy 1: To communicate with alumni and working professionals better than in previous years

Tactic 1: Host a “continuing education” event in Stillwater to discuss industry trends and brush up on skills with recent 
SMSC graduates. Pitch the grad programs at these workshops. Invitations will be sent to PRSA Tulsa and Oklahoma City 
as well as database of SMSC alumni. The invitations will be evite.com. Continuing education topics will include: industry 
trends, how to break into the PR/media field, trade tools. The workshop will take five hours and be held on OSU-Tulsa. (See 
appendix 1)

 Budget: $500 for faculty member salary for the weekend

 Timeline
 April 14: Send electronic invites to continuing education forum. GA will create and send invitations.
 May 12: Host continuing education forum. Faculty member will be chosen based on volunteer.

 Evaluation: The reach of the “continuing education” event in Stillwater will be evaluated by attendance numbers 
 hopefully at least 50 people for the first year. Each year, the numbers will be measured against previous years to 
 make sure the graduate program communicates better each year. 

Tactic 2: Create printed postcard to be sent out before Homecoming to pitch the SMSC graduate program. The postcards 
will be sent to 500 important alumni or large donors from the SMSC alumni database. The grad assistant will create the 
postcard and send it out to be printed. (See appendix 2)

 Budget: Printing cost for postcard (500, 4x6)$47.75, Postage cost for postcard $165

 Timeline
 September 30: Design postcards for homecoming
 October 2: Send postcard for printing at University Printing
 October 7: Send graduate program postcards out

 Evaluation: There is enough money to send 500 postcards that pitch the grad program to alumni. At the 
 Homecoming reception, we will have a survey card asking SMSC alumni if they received the postcard. 

Tactic 3: Have faculty leverage relationships with professionals who are alumni of the school or important professionals 
in the Tulsa/OKC community by sending out five handwritten letters per semester to thank the alumni for being a great 
representative of the school. This is used to foster a relationship with key alumni of the school. (See appendix 3)

 Budget: Postage cost for handwritten letters $30

 Timeline
 June 3: Faculty writes and sends five letters to industry professionals who graduated from OSU SMSC graduate 
 program

 Evaluation: The five handwritten letters from faculty per semester are five more connections being made that 
 were not made in the past. The letters will be evaluated based on response back from the professionals reached.  
 The letter will be evaluated based on their commitment for further interaction with the school.
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Tactic 4: Send working professionals and alumni electronic invitations via Evite.com to lectures and events held by SMSC. 
These electronic invitations will be sent to the entire SMSC alumni database. It will be the job of the GA to send out the 
invitations based on faculty suggestions of events. (See appendix 1 and 4)

 Budget: $0 for Evite.com

 Timeline
 The event invitations will vary based on the events held by the school next year
 Ex. Paul Miller lecture series in the spring

 Evaluation: The amount of attendance at the events will be compared to the number of electronic invites sent. 

Strategy 2: To increase networking within the OSU SMSC alumni and working professional in the industry.

Tactic 1: Host a networking event co-sponsored by a firm in the Tulsa area (STFPR) to promote networking among alumni. 
Pitch the OSU SMSC graduate school to these industry professionals. An invitation will be sent via email to SMSC alumni 
database. (See appendix 4)

 Budget: $300 for food and drinks

 Timeline
 August 28: Send electronic invite for Tulsa networking event
 September 17: Host networking event in Tulsa

 Evaluation: Networking event attendance numbers will be measured against previous years. There will also be a 
 survey sent post-event to determine the feelings on the event and graduate school. 

Tactic 2: Host a networking event co-sponsored by a firm (Jordan and Associates) in the OKC/Edmond area to promote 
networking among alumni. Pitch the OSU SMSC graduate school to these industry professionals. Invites will be sent via 
email to SMSC alumni database. (See appendix 4)

 Budget: $300 for food and drinks

 Timeline
 September 30: Send electronic invite for OKC networking event
 October 15: Host networking event in OKC at Jordan and Associates

 Evaluation: Networking event attendance numbers will be measured against previous years. There will also be a 
 survey sent post-event to determine the feelings on the event and graduate school. 

Tactic 3: Send a quarterly e-newsletter highlighting professionals in the industry throughout Oklahoma. This will be made 
based on submissions from faculty and compiled by the GA. This will be sent to the SMSC alumni database. The newsletter 
will be created on MailChimp.com. (See appendix 5)

 Budget: $0 for MailChimp.com services

 Timeline
 June 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline June 18)
 June 25: Send out quarterly e-newsletter
 October 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline October 25)
 October 30: Send out quarterly e-newsletter
 February 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline February 18)
 February 26: Send out quarterly e-newsletter

 Evaluation: The e-newsletter service has analytics options to measure traffic on the graduate school website to 
 determine who clicked the link from the newsletter. 
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Tactic 4: Host a reception during Homecoming for alumni, donors and potential donors. Include interactions with graduate 
students and SMSC graduate faculty. Hang poster at the event for the graduate program for alumni and donors to view. It 
will be created and sent for printing by the GA. (See appendix 6)

 Budget: Poster for homecoming (1, 20x30) $16 from posterbrain.com

 Timeline
 October 10: Create poster for homecoming reception
 October 11: Send poster for homecoming to be printed
 October 19: Host homecoming reception

 Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on how many people attend the event because the poster will be located in 
 a visible location at the event. There will be an assumption that most attendees will see the poster.

Strategy 3: Create webinars sponsored by the SMSC grad program that brings communications professionals from 
Tulsa and O.K.C. together to work on important issues within their communities. This strategy will impact enrollment because 
it will positively impact brand reputation and recognition, while illustrating that SMSC cares about the community. It will cause 
local employers to place more emphasis on educated communications professionals.  

Tactic 1: Define current media issues impacting Oklahoma by surveying local professionals and receiving suggestions 
from working professionals. Faculty members will create a survey using surveymonkey.com to send to Tulsa and Oklahoma 
City PRSA and press clubs. This will also be put on social media and SMSC alumni database.  (See appendix 7)

 Budget: $0 for surveymonkey.com

 Timeline
 June 10: Create survey on surveymonkey.com
 June 17: Send out survey
 July 26: Conclude survey and gather results of media suggestions

 Evaluation: The surveys will be evaluated on overall participation in the survey compared to the reach. 

Tactic 2: Create webinars featuring graduate students discussing their research or issues in the media field that would 
interest working professionals.  The topics covered can include the suggestions provided from the surveys in tactic 1. The 
webinars will be uploaded to YouTube and embedded in the website. The GA will coordinate and record the webinars, but 
each graduate student will be in charge of creating the content for the webinar. (See appendix 8)

 Budget: YouTube account cost $0

 Timeline
 Webinars can be posted as convenient to the GA, but ideally the webinars should be posted monthly

 Evaluation: The reach of the webinars can be measured through the number of views on YouTube.  Also there 
 will be discussion comments on the account, and the graduate school can measure engagement by number of 
 comments and comments. 

Tactic 3: There webinar videos posted on YouTube providing training by graduate faculty member or dean of the school. 
Also lectures of graduate classes can be videoed. This will be free of charge for professionals, but the teaching will foster 
credibility of the faculty and encourage watchers to come to the graduate school. This will be done on a convenience basis. 
At the end of the video, the faculty member should pitch the graduate program. This will be filmed and posted by the GA. 
(See appendix 8)

 Budget: YouTube account cost $0

 Timeline
 Webinars can be posted as convenient to the GA, but ideally this should be posted monthly
 
 Evaluation: The webinars can be measured through the number of views on YouTube.  Also there will be discussion 
 comments on the account, and the graduate school can measure engagement.
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Undergraduates
Objective
To communicate to 50 percent of SMSC undergraduate students prior to graduating from the school about the SMSC 
graduate program offered. 

Strategy 1: Reaching undergraduates with promotional material while in the Paul Miller building.

Tactic 1: Advisers hand out fliers to all students who come visit for enrollment. Students are required to visit their adviser 
to remove the academic hold so they are allowed to enroll. The school can assume that every student will receive a flier. 
(See appendix 9)

 Budget:  Fliers (2500, A4, color) $150 from University Printing

 Timeline
 June 24: Create graduate program fliers
 July 8: Send posters out for print
 August 20: Give fliers to advisers
 Advisers hand out fliers during advising appointments and can be put on shelf in the advising office for random dispersing

 Evaluation: There will be a before and after online survey with undergraduates of the school. The survey before 
 the campaign begins will be conducted in August 2013. The end survey will be conducted in May of 2014. The 
 survey will evaluate the overall awareness among undergraduates to determine if there is 50 percent greater 
 awareness of the program at the end of the campaign. 

Tactic 2: Hang 15 posters, about one for each classroom, in the Paul Miller building. This will allow students to see the 
message any time they are in the building. The posters will be created and hung by the GA. The posters will replace the 
existing framed posters. (See appendix 10)

 Budget: Posters (15, 20x30) $240 from overnightprinting.com

 Timeline
 June 24: Create graduate program posters
 July 8: Send posters out for print
 August 20: Hang posters around the school 

 Evaluation: Determine how many students are in the rooms with posters. The assumption is made that the 
 students over the course of a semester notice the posters.

Tactic 3: Hire graduate student to be outreach coordinator and work approximately 10 hours per week. The outreach 
coordinator will be responsible for promotional material creation as well as online communication.

 Budget: Outreach graduate assistant (10 hours per week, $9, 20 weeks) $1800

 Timeline
 August 19: Hire graduate assistant

 Evaluation: Determine number of hours worked by the graduate student compared to the amount of work 
 completed. 
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Tactic 4: Have graduate school representative visit SMSC capstone classes to discuss with classes the opportunity to 
return for graduate school in the future. The graduate school representative can be either a faculty member or student.

 Budget: $0 volunteer representative

 Timeline
 August 27-28 visit fall capstone
 February 25-26 visit spring capstone

 Evaluation: Evaluate the amount of questions received by graduate faculty following the questions. Encourage 
 the capstone professor to disseminate online promotional material based on recommendations 

Tactic 5: Allow option for pre-graduate school meeting when scheduling with advisers. This will increase students possibly 
interested in attending a meeting with their adviser. The option for pre-graduate advising should be added to the arts and 
sciences advising calendar as an option for the reason for meeting to encourage more students to look into the opportunity.

 Budget: $0 advising staff

 Timeline
 Student convenience

 Evaluation: Evaluate the number of students who visit their advisers to see how many graduate meetings planned.

Strategy 2: Social media to reach out to undergraduate students following the SMSC accounts and website. The hired 
graduate student facilitator will help create and maintain content with outreach coordinator supervising.

Tactic 1: SMSC Twitter account. This will allow communication between faculty and students. Professional tips of the 
day/week. Attach links to public relations and advertising blogs/websites to help students further their knowledge.  Retweet 
important tweets from professional Twitter accounts. Build a following among the students and use this to further the SMSC 
brand and build awareness of the graduate program. (See appendix 11)

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 Continuous

 Evaluation: Social media interaction will be evaluated by the amount of engagement with number of likes on the 
 page, number of retweets and replies to outreach.

Tactic 2: Update the SMSC website to allow for more student connectivity. The website should have more ways to reach 
graduate faculty and graduate students with questions.  Widget with feeds for OKState News and OState TV in order for 
the website to stay current without a need for updates.  The homepage should not be static. It should have scrolling pictures 
with links to various pages including meet the faculty, admissions information and graduate school student work. There 
should be links to social media and various graduate school resources.  Interactive calendar to keep students informed 
of important events. IFTTT (ifttt.com) is a website where users can create “formulas” to push media messages from one 
outlet to another. For example: any calendar events updated on Google Plus can be set to automatically post on Twitter and 
Facebook. The graduate assistant will keep this account up to date. (See appendix 13)

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 July 29-August 2: Update website and sync calendar with social media using IFTTT

 Evaluation: Site traffic can be monitored by number of visits to the website and which links they clicked to find 
 it. The number of likes, comments, and other interactions on social media can evaluate calendar events that are 
 pushed to social media through IFTTT.
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Tactic 3: Create a blog that links from the web and the social media with features on graduate school students and their 
thesis work findings. The blog will have content about the graduate program with work by faculty and graduate students to 
increase credibility. The blog link should be shared on social media as it is updated. There should also be a link on the SMSC 
graduate website. The blog should encourage discussion in the comment section with relevant media issues. Outreach 
graduate assistant will maintain this blog. (See appendix 12)

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 August 5: Create blog 
 Frequently updated by GA

 Evaluation: The blog will be evaluated through the content management system’s analytics based on number of views.

Strategy 3: Reach out to clubs within the school for promotion and partnership.

Tactic 1: Use Ad Club to promote the graduate program. Students in Ad Club are already interested in the field of media, 
so therefore having a graduate professor visit one meeting a semester and talk to the students about the possibility of 
obtaining a master’s degree in media management will be beneficial.

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 October 8: Graduate faculty visit advertising club
 February 11: Graduate faculty visit advertising club

 Evaluation: Students will associate the professor with the graduate school, and effectiveness of the presentations 
 will be evaluated by number of questions that are asked in the presentations and by the number of follow-up 
 questions and visits from ad club students.

Tactic 2:  Have an annual graduate student panel attend PRSSA, AWC and professional organization meetings. 

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 October 10: Graduate student panel for AWC and PRSSA event
 February 13: Graduate student panel for AWC and PRSSA event
 
 Evaluation: This will show students how graduate students benefit from a master’s and what they can accomplish. 
 The evaluation will be based on attendance numbers at the event. 

Tactics 3:  Have an SMSC student organization go to professional visits at companies with graduate school alumni. 

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 January 20: Student organizations visit the company of the graduate program alumni

 Evaluation: This will show students a graduate school alumni at work and show the benefits of a graduate 
 degree. There will also be attendance taken at the student organization program to determine overall reach of 
 the message. The professional visited will give out his or her contact information and the graduate school will 

 determine if students reach out to the professional with questions. 
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International students
Objective
To increase top-of-mind awareness among international students interested in pursuing a master’s degree in communication 
by 10 percent by spring 2014.  

Strategy 1: Improve search engine optimization and web presence for the graduate program.

Tactic 1: Utilize MSIS classes or computer science classes to provide SEO for website to have increased hits from search 
engines such as Google and Bing! when people search for potential communications master’s programs. Google offers a 
free SEO guide at http://support.google.com/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=35291. Either an MSIS or computer 
science class conducting the project can use the guide. A member of the graduate faculty needs to contact a faculty 
member from the MSIS or computer science department to determine if the project can be conducted for credit or extra 
credit for the students.

 Budget: $0 for Google SEO guide

 Timeline
 August 30: MSIS classes or computer sciences classes begin SEO project
 October 30: MSIS or computer sciences classes finish SEO project. 

 Evaluation: SEO will help bring OSU SMSC to the top of search pages and draw attention to create site traffic, 
 and utilizing MSIS classes saves money. Site traffic will be monitored by how many visitors the site has after using SEO.

Tactic 2: Graduate assistant will integrate SMSC calendar events on IFTTT with social media sites such as Facebook and 
Twitter, so when calendar events are created, changed or deleted, anybody who follows the grad program will see the tweet 
or post about the change. (See appendix 13) 

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 July 29- August 2: Update website and sync calendar with social media using IFTTT

 Evaluation: Utilizing a free service like IFTTT will save money on synchronizing all outgoing information. The 
 number of people reached will increase from what would have been just site traffic into all social media followers. 

Tactic 3: Utilizing graduate school websites such as gradschools.com to feature OSU SMSC. Faculty member can make 
initial contacts to start the process of becoming a “Featured School” on gradschools.com by calling 484-766-2910 or 
emailing advertise@gradschools.com. (See appendix 14)

 Budget: $1000

 Timeline
 September 9: Call gradschools.com to reserve space as featured school for October
 September 19:  Send information for gradschools.com featured school article.

 Evaluation: Being featured on gradschools.com puts OSU SMSC ahead of the game not only just for being 
 registered on the website but also for being “featured.” Following the featured column in October, the website will 
 be monitored for increased traffic. Statistics comparing inquiries about the graduate program will be taken before 
 and after the featured column. 
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Strategy 2: Pursue accreditation for the graduate program through AEJMC. The undergraduate degrees are already 
accredited, and the grad program can also pursue accreditation for the MS media management degree. The MS degree will 
then be added to the Oklahoma State University accreditation listing.

Tactic 1: Contact the AEJMC accreditation program to begin accreditation for the program. AEJMC is the program the 
undergraduate degrees are accredited through, and there are only a small number of accredited graduate programs for 
communications. A faculty member can start the accreditation process by calling 803-798-0271.

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 June 27: Plan for accreditation of MS media management degree through AEJMC
 Accreditation will be pursued throughout the fall and spring semesters and announced upon AEJMC confirmation 

 Evaluation: Accreditation will create a stronger reputation for the SMSC graduate programs. When looking for 
 grad schools, international students look more at accreditation than other students, and having an accredited 
 program will only increase OSU SMSC’s presence in the industry.

Tactic 2: After the accreditation process, if we receive a “pass” grade, make sure gradschools.com and other search 
engines bring up OSU SMSC grad school in searches for accredited graduate universities.

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 May: start announcing accreditation to online outlets. 

 Evaluation: Gradschools.com and other collegiate search engines can give us numbers on how many people 
 searched the OSU SMSC programs and whether or not the word “accredited” was included in their search. 

Tactic 3: Actively project over social media and in promotional material that the program is accredited. Graduate assistant 
can work with a faculty adviser to promote accreditation through social media. Include in future promotional material. 

 Budget: $0

 Timeline: Ongoing after completion of accreditation

 Evaluation: Social media is not only measured by number of followers and fans but also the amount of engagement. 
 The graduate assistant can spend time actively posting on OSU SMSC social media and interacting with followers 
 and fans. Retweets and interactions can be counted to determine reach.

Strategy 3: Create partnership with schools abroad to help recruit a stream of international students interested in 
communication. 

Tactic 1:  Pursue partnerships with schools in other countries where the school already has students currently attending 
the OSU SMSC graduate program. The programs to partner with should be selected based on schools that have already sent 
students to the SMSC graduate program and have strong programs in media and communications. Use faculty connections 
as well. (Dr. Holtzhausen’s connections to universities in South Africa).  (See appendix 15)

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 August 30: Begin contacting potential partner schools overseas 

 Evaluation: Partner schools can be reached online through email communications and social media. Reaching out 
 to universities around the world that have programs in communications will help build our relationship with them, and  they will 
 be more likely to send their students to OSU for graduate school.
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Tactic 2: Send online flier to advisers at partner schools. This will be the same flier given to the undergraduate students. 
(See appendix 9)

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 November 4: Create electronic file of flier to send to international partner schools
 November 8: Send electronic version of flier to partner schools

 Evaluation: When the adviser distribute the fliers, students at partner schools will be more aware of the OSU 
 SMSC programs, and their interest can be evaluated by the number of people who contact OSU regarding an 
 exchange.

Tactic 3: Leverage the relationship to create an exchange program in the future to send students from OSU to the 
partner universities to study during the summers or over university breaks.

 Budget: $0

 Timeline
 Ongoing partnership will be pursued
 May 14: Create summer program with exchange school

 Evaluation: An online survey will be sent to our partner schools at the beginning and end of the campaign to 
 determine the awareness of the program among potential SMSC graduate students. The survey will evaluate if 
 awareness has increased by 10 percent.
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Sources:
University Mailing
Overnight Print (overnightprint.com)
Poster Brain (posterbrain.com)
University Printing
Gradschool.com- (484) 766-2910
OSU Arts and Sciences

Search engine optimization (Google SEO) 0.00

Blog 0.00

Webinar creation costs 0.00

E-newsletter cost 0.00

Email invitation for SMSC events 0.00

IFTT calendar sync program 0.00

Featured school cost on gradschools.com 1 000.00

Total cost for online programs and advertising 1 000.00

Outreach graduate assistant (10 hours per week, $9, 20 weeks) 1 800.00

Total cost for graduate assistant 1 800.00

Graduate faculty cost for continuing education forum 500.00

Total cost for continuing education forum 500.00

Fliers (2500, A4, color) 150.00

Posters (15, 20x30) 240.00

Poster for homecoming (1, 20x30) 16.00

Total cost for printing 406.00

Printing cost for postcard (500, 4x6) 47.75

Postage cost for postcard 165.00

Postage cost for handwritten letters 30.00

Total cost for letters and postcards 242.75

Food and drinks for networking event in OKC 300.00

Food and drinks for networking event in Tulsa 300.00

Total cost for networking events 600.00

Total Communication Cost $4 548.75
Contingency 454.88

Grand total $5 003.62
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Timeline 2013
June 2013
June 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline June 18)

June 3: Faculty writes and sends five letters to industry professionals who graduated from OSU SMSC graduate program

June 17: Send out survey to professionals to gather media suggestions for webinars

June 24: Create graduate program fliers and posters

June 25: Send out quarterly e-newsletter

June 27: Plan for accreditation of MS media management degree through AEJMC

July 2013
July 8: Send fliers and posters out for print

July 19: Update website

July 26: Conclude survey and gather results of media suggestions

July 29- August 2: Update website and sync calendar with social media using IFTTT

August 2013
August 5: Create blog 

August 19: Hire graduate assistant

August 20: Hang posters around the school and disperse fliers to advisers

August 27-28: Graduate students attend capstone to discuss grad program

August 28: Send electronic invite for Tulsa networking event

August 30: MSIS classes or computer sciences classes begin SEO project

August 30: Pursue international school partnership

September 2013
September 9: Call gradschool.com to reserve space as featured school for October

September 17: Host networking event in Tulsa

September 19:  Send information for gradschool.com featured school article.

September 30: Design postcards for homecoming

September 30: Send electronic invite for OKC networking event

October 2013
October 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline October 25)

October 2: Send postcard for printing

October 7: Send graduate program postcards out

October 8: Graduate faculty visit advertising club

October 10: Graduate panel for AWC and PRSSA event

October 10: Create poster for homecoming reception

October 11: Send poster for homecoming to be printed

October 15: Host networking event in OKC at Jordan and Associates

October 19: Host homecoming reception

October 30: Send out quarterly e-newsletter

October 30: MSIS or computer sciences classes finish SEO project. 

November 2013
November 4: Create electronic file of flier to send to international partner schools

November 8: Send online fliers to partner schools
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Timeline 2014
January 2014
January 20: Student organizations visit the company of the graduate program alumni

February 2014
February 1: Send out email for faculty submission to the e-newsletter (deadline February 18)

February 11: Graduate faculty member visits advertising club

February 13: Graduate panel for AWC and PRSSA event

February 17-21: Record grad student webinars

February 24: Edit grad student webinars

February 25: Record faculty webinar with APR study help

February 25-26: Graduate students attend capstone to discuss grad program

February 26: Send out quarterly e-newsletter

March 2014
March 3: Post grad student webinars on blog and website

March 10: Plan for continuing education forum

April 2014
April 14: Send electronic invites to continuing education forum

May 2014
May 12: Host continuing education forum 

May 14: Create summer program with exchange school
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MEDIA & STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Oklahoma State University School of

G R A D UAT E  P R O G R A M

S C H O O L  O F  M E D I A  &  
S T R AT E G I C  C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

2 0 6 A  PA U L  M I L L E R  B U I L D I N G
S T I L L W AT E R ,  O K  7 3 1 1 6

For more information, 

 

please contact:
 Dr. John McGuire

Graduate Coordinator 
405.744.8279 
john.mcguire@okstate.edu

Master your education with a master’s 
degree in Media Management or Strategic 
Communication Management. These 
programs are o�ered in two convenient 
locations: OSU-Stillwater and OSU-Tulsa. 
You will work with professors who have 
experience in the classroom as well as in a 
professional environment.

Master your education today.

media.okstate.edu
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Dear ________________,

You are a member of a rare group of people who received a degree from the School of Media & Strategic Communication. 
Our growing community continues to make significant and distinctive contributions to our profession and to many related 
fields.

What you have collectively accomplished is in large measure responsible for the ever-growing tradition and reputation of 
Oklahoma State University and our school as a leading institution. In like measure, that reputation enhances the value of all 
our degrees.

SMSC has been working to strengthen its connection with our alumni. As a faculty member of the school, I’m committed to 
continuing this work, with the goal of making your connection with the school a lifelong one that will be mutually beneficial.
You can remain involved with the School in many ways. First and foremost, please keep us posted on where you are 
and what you are doing through the College of Arts & Sciences’. Also, keep abreast of what is going on through the 
school’s newsletter. Visit OSU’s Alumni Association web site to find out about campus-wide events, continuing education 
opportunities, and local alumni clubs and activities.

Of course, financial support is always welcome. In fact, the financial contributions of SMSC alumni represent a vital resource 
for the school’s programs and services. If you would like to make a contribution, or have an idea for an innovative gift, please 
contact Lauren Kidd at lkidd@osugiving.com or 405-385-0724.

I appreciate your support and honor your continued involvement with the SMSC family of faculty, students, staff and alumni.

Best regards,

___________
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Webinar ideas

•	 Thesis finding of the graduate students as the thesis is made

•	 Social media impacts on election season and politics

•	 Best practices in strategic communications, multimedia journalism management

•	 Tips to break into the PR field

•	 Five new technologies to spice up your PR mix

•	 Ethics in public relations

•	 Companies ignoring their way out of social media disasters

•	 Trends affecting PR departments

•	 Creating successful press releases

•	 Guidelines for responding to tragedy or crisis

•	 Simple ways to boost PR through Google

•	 Personal branding and how it can help you land a job

•	 How to write an impressionable headline

•	 Current legal issues in the media
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Media convergence and rapid 
technological change mean today’s 
communicators must be constantly 
learning to grow and to better serve the 
public. The School of Media & Strategic 
Communication at Oklahoma State 
University has designed a master’s 
degree program in mass communication 
with an emphasis in media management 
to help students meet their needs for 
advancement and growth. 

Mastering your potential starts by 
learning from some of the industry’s 
best professionals. OSU has assembled 
a faculty with dedicated individuals who 
want to help you reach your potential. 
These professionals have experience in 
the field and want you to acheive your 
master’s degree in Media Management 
or Communication Management. Wait 
no longer, it’s time you  start mastering 
your potential.

media.okstate.edu
for  more informat ion

@osusmsc
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MEDIA & STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Oklahoma State University School of

G R A D UAT E  P R O G R A M
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Example Tweets

Who doesn’t love music? Take this survey about your music tastes to help one of our grad students complete her thesis! 
<link to survey>

Stay current with everything happening in the SMSC grad program! Make sure to check our website and connect with us 
on Facebook! <link to website> <link to Facebook>

Want to advance your career? Pursue your master’s in communications with us! Classes online, in Tulsa and in Stillwater 
available. <link to enrollment>

Admitted students: Make sure you confirm your enrollment. Check out the admitted student checklist here: <link to prodosu.
okstate.edu>

Check out what current OSU SMSC graduate students are up to this semester! <link to blog>

#OkState SMSC graduate program alumna landed a stellar job with @stfpr in Tulsa this week! <link to hire story>

Two of OSU’s Outstanding Graduate Students 2013 are pursuing their graduate degree with us!! Join them for a nationally 
accredited education <link to enrollment>

It’s a little chilly today, but eager future Cowboys are bringing lots of school spirit to campus today. #OkState <picture of 
campus tour>

You may not know that the #OkState SMSC grad program is also nationally accredited! Pursue your higher education in 
media with us <link to enrollment>

Graduate faculty pitched the SMSC graduate programs to Ad Club today!! Interest seemed high! <picture of faculty 
speaking>

Hey SMSC alumni, make sure you stop by the Homecoming reception to see what’s going on in SMSC right now! <link to 
Homecoming postcard>

Welcome everyone to Homecoming Walk Arounds 2013! Follow us as we live-tweet today’s #OKstate SMSC events

Graduate Student Week showcases student research and work at #OKstate. Visit <gradcollege.okstate.edu> to see SMSC 
featured!

Request more information about graduate school from http://gradcollege.okstate.edu/welcome/reqinfo.php

Graduate students! Admitted? See what various resources #OKstate has! http://gradcollege.okstate.edu/new_student/

Industry professionals met at an OSU SMSC networking event in Tulsa this weekend! <link to blog story>
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Start here!

Then click here

Then choose 
Google Calendar
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Click this box,

Then this button,

Then this link
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Choose social 
networks

Choose 
desired 
action

Click here

Con�rm recipe, 
then click here
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Director of School,

As a leader of Oklahoma State University who strives to educate the leaders of tomorrow, I have realized that study 
abroad and media from a worldly perspective is integral to students’ preparation to lead. I would like to open the channel of 
communication to building a partnership between our departments, the OSU School of Media & Strategic Communications 
and the City University of Hong Kong’s Department of Media and Communication.

China’s rapidly growing economy and the university’s outward looking perspective and internationalism make the university 
an ideal partner in this initiative to encourage student travel and insight to media and communications. The university’s 
students are highly sought for employment and the university is respected throughout the world.

Oklahoma State University is centrally located in the United States where air travel to anywhere in the country can be 
timely. Because of OSU’s central location in the U.S., accessibility to the news and communication throughout the country is 
possible and convenient. Analyzing, observing and interactions in the media and communication can be easily done in markets 
such as New York City and Los Angeles compared to a university from California trying do so regarding media in New York.  
Also, our undergraduate program is nationally accredited, and we’re in the process of seeking national accreditation for our 
graduate program.

Building a partnership is no easy task, and is a venture not to be taken lightly. However, the benefits and possibilities of this 
potential partnership are endless - students can truly master the media with a worldwide perspective of the media from 
renowned universities.

I look forward to hearing from you with your thoughts and questions regarding this partnership. Thank you for your time, 
and have a great day!
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